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Abstract— Efficient Big Data Modeling for Dataset Mapping, 

Cleaning & Association problems is a Hadoop based 

application which analyses the unstructured data of six web 

browser logs from different countries. This paper intends to 

provide more useful friendly environment in the various 

activities such as collecting, storing, managing, analyzing and 

visualizing data. Analytics platform provides the machines to 

convert the unstructured data into structured data. It also 

offers a platform for linking different format of data or tables 

to analyze and perform desired operations to get appropriate 

results. This application uses Sqoop as a tool to transfer the 

data between different medium and also uses HQL to process 

the data .The final result is stored as a file in HDFS 

(Datanode) from where the data could be sent to the client. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Companies across the world have been using data since a long 

time to help them take better decisions in order to enhance 

their performances. It is the first decade of the 21st century 

that actually showcased a rapid shift in the availability of data 

and it’s applicability for improving the overall effectiveness 

of the organization. This change that was to revolutionize the 

use of data brought into advent the concept that became 

popular as Big Data. 

Apache Hadoop is an open source software project 

that enables the distributed processing of large data sets 

across clusters of commodity servers It is designed to scale 

up from a single server to thousands of machines, with a very 

high degree of fault tolerance. Rather than relying on high-

end hardware, the resiliency of these clusters comes from the 

software’s ability to detect and handle failures at the 

application layer. Apache Hadoop has two pillars: 

1) YARN 

Yet Another Resource Negotiator (YARN) assigns CPU, 

memory, and storage to Applications running on a Hadoop 

cluster. 

2) HDFS 

Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is a file system that 

spans all the Nodes in a Hadoop cluster for data storage. 

HDFS Holds very large amount of data and provides 

easier access. To store such huge data, the files are stored 

across multiple machines. These files are stored in redundant 

fashion to rescue the system from possible data losses in case 

of failure. HDFS also makes applications available to parallel 

processing. 

A. Features of HDFS 

 It is suitable for the distributed storage and processing. 

 Hadoop provides a command interface to interact with 

HDFS. 

 The built-in servers of name-node and data-node help 

users to easily check the status of cluster. 

 Streaming access to file system data. 

 HDFS provides file permissions and authentication. 

B. Goals of HDFS 

1) Fault Detection & Recovery 

Since HDFS includes a large number of commodity 

hardware, failure of components is frequent. Therefore HDFS 

should have mechanisms for quick and automatic fault 

detection and recovery. 

2) Huge Data-Sets 

HDFS should have hundreds of nodes per cluster to manage 

the applications having huge datasets. 

3) Hardware at Data 

A requested task can be done efficiently, when the 

computation takes place near the data. Especially where huge 

datasets are involved, it reduces the network traffic and 

increases the throughput. 

C. HDFS Architecture 

Given below is the architecture of a Hadoop File System. 

HDFS follows the Master-Slave architecture and it has the 

following elements. 

1) Name-Node 

The name-node is the commodity hardware that contains the 

GNU/Linux operating system and the name-node software. It 

is software that can be run on commodity hardware. The 

system having the name-node acts as the master server and it 

does the following tasks: i) Manages the file system name 

space. Ii) Regulates client’s access to files. 

It also executes file system operations such as 

renaming, closing, and opening files and directories. 

 
Fig. 1: 
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II. HADOOP AS AN OPEN SOURCE TOOL FOR BIG DATA 

ANALYTICS 

Hadoop is a distributed software solution. It is a scalable fault 

tolerant distributed system for data storage and processing. 

There are two main components in Hadoop: 

1) HDFS (which is storage) 

2) Map Reduce (which is retrieval and processing) 

So HDFS is high bandwidth cluster storage. We put a pent 

byte file on our Hadoop cluster, HDFS is going to breakup 

into blocks and then distributed it to across all of the nodes of 

our cluster and on top of that we have a fault tolerant concept 

what is done here is HDFS is configure Replication Factor 

(which is by default set to 3). What does this mean we put our 

file on hadoop it is going to make sure that it has 3 copy of 

every block that make up that file spread across all the node 

in our cluster .It is very useful and important because if we 

lose a node it has a self feel what data was there on node and 

I am going to replicate that blocks that were on that node . 

The question arise how it does that for this It has a name node 

and a data node generally one name node per cluster but 

essentially name node is a meta data server it just hold in 

memory the location of every block and every node and even 

if you have multiple rack setup it will know where block exist 

and what racks across the cluster inside in your network that’s 

the secret behind HDFS and we get data. 

A. Map Reduce 

Now how we get data is through Map Reduce as name implies 

it is a two-step process. There is a Mapper and Reducer 

programmers will write the mapper function which will go 

out and tell the cluster what data point we want to retrieve. 

The Reducer will then take all of the data and aggregate. 

Hadoop is a batch processing here we are working on all the 

data on cluster, so we can say that Map Reduce is working on 

all of data inside our clusters. There is a myth that one need 

to be understand java to get completely out of clusters, infact 

the engineers of facebook built a subproject called HIVE 

which is sql interpreter. Facebook wants a lot of people to 

write adhoc jobs against their cluster and they are not forcing 

people to learn java that is why team of facebook has built 

HIVE, now anybody who is familiar with sql can pull out data 

from cluster. 

Pig is another one built by yahoo, it’s a high level 

data flow language to pull data out of clusters and now Pig 

and hive are under the Hadoop Map Reduce job submitted to 

cluster. This the beauty of open source framework people can 

built, add and community keeps on growing in Hadoop more 

technologies and projects are added into Hadoop ecosystem. 

III. RESULT & ANALYSIS 

To start the project start-all.sh command is given which starts 

all the hadoop services. Hadoop services include Namenode, 

Datanode, Secondary Namenode, Resource manager and 

Node Manager (yarn daemons) and all these services turn up 

so that all hadoop services and hadoop file system could be 

accessed. 

 
Fig. 2: 

Then hadoop@hadoop:~$ jps command is given 

which shows all the file services are up. A command 

hadoop@hadoop:~ hadoop fs –ls/ is used to see the file 

system of hadoop .A command used to open the project file 

is hadoop@hadoop:~$ hadoop fs –ls /project which will 

display all the files in the project. The permissions associated 

with each file is given. When project file is opened 

regusers.tsv and urlmap.tsv are the two files and logs is the 

folder which contains data that is unstructured data from the 

web browser. 
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Fig. 3: 

Command hadoop@hadoop:~$ hadoop fs –ls 

/project/Logs shows the unstructured that is present. To see 

the data inside the file command hadoop@hadoop:~@ 

$hadoop fs –cat/project/urlmap.tsv is given which displays 

the data on the terminal. 

 
Fig. 4: 

It can also be done via web browser using ports 

hadoop localhost: 50070 which is a name node port wherein 

details can be accessed. Hadoop overview shows localhost: 

8070(active)and also the summary of name nodes which 

includes configured capacity, DFS used,Non-DFS used, DFS 

remaining ,DFS used %age, DFS remaining %age, Block 

pool used, Block pool used %age. 
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Fig. 5: 

Similarly Datanode can be parsed wherein Datanode 

information is present as in operation and Decomissioning. 

To see the data inside hadoop browse directory click go and 

all the files and sub files get displayed. 

Project works on hive so, to open hive a command 

hadoop@hadoop:~$ hive is given and this makes us to enter 

into hive shell wherein sql commands will be written. 

Hive> show databases; which displays all the 

databases .To go inside the project command hive>use 

project is used to display the tables inside command 

hive>show tables is given which displays all the tables. Users 

table contains all the details of user. Product table contains all 

the details of the products. Omniture logs is the table which 

contains all the unstructured data of the web browser. 

Omniture is a semi-structured data which has been derived 

from unstructured data. Omniture, products, users is used into 

web log analytics which is a text analysis which has been 

processed. Now to see the structure of tables command 

hive>describe users is given which displays the details of 

given table similarly hive>describe webloganalytics which 

displays the details. 

 
Fig. 6: 

To see the data hive> select * from webloganalytics; 

which displays the final data. 
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Fig. 7: 

To migrate the data from this machine to another machine 

export of data is required from hadoop to other sources so a 

command is given as: 

hadoop@hadoop:~$ hadoop fs –ls 

/user/hive/warehouse/project_new.db/webloganalytics 

which gives the file we need to export to other machine. 

 
Fig. 8: 

Now a command hadoop@hadoop:~$ hadoop fs –

get/user/hive/warehouse/project_new.db/webloganalytics/00

0000_0 ~/Desktop/.On execution of this command file gets 

imported to the desktop 
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Fig. 9: 

Now, the localhost:8088 displays all the applications 

,Cluster metrics which includes Apps Submitted,Apps 

pending,Apps running,Apps completed, Containers running, 

Memory used ,Memory total, Memory reserved, Vcores used, 

Vcores Total, Vcores reserved, Active 

Nodes,Decommisioned Nodes, Lost Nodes ,Unhealthy 

Nodes and Rebooted Nodes.

 

 
Fig. 10: 

To close hadoop,goto  hive so that all the packages 

are closed and  write a command as hive>exit and then 

hadoop@hadoop:~$ exit. 
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Fig. 11: 

Command hadoop@hadoop:~$ stop-all.sh which 

stops all the services of hadoop and wait till all the services 

are closed which  include stopping namenode, stopping 

datanode, stopping secondary data node, stopping secondary 

namenodes,stopping yarn daemons and stopping resource 

manager. 

 
Fig. 12: 

Now a command hadoop@hadoop:~$ jps is given to 

check if any service is running and then the machine is shut 

down by the command hadoop@hadoop:~$ exit. 
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Fig. 13: 

IV. CONCLUSION 

“Efficient Big Data Modeling for Dataset Mapping, Cleaning 

and Association problems” shows all the phases of big data 

analytics on unstructured data. The project implements data 

migration securely in between the platforms using Sqoop 

medium. After the data is migrated to unstructured data is 

then converted into the structured format. The structured 

format generated is finally analyzed using tool Hive which 

automatically converts the HQL scripts into Map reduce for 

data analysis, resulting in minimized time to develop code of 

data analysis. Efficient Big Data Modeling for Dataset 

Mapping, Cleaning and Association problems is a Hadoop 

based application which analyses the unstructured data of six 

web browser logs from different countries. This project 

intends to provide more useful friendly environment in the 

various activities such as collecting, storing, managing, 

analyzing and visualizing data. Analytics platform provides 

the machines to convert the unstructured data into structured 

data. It also offers a platform for linking different format of 

data or tables to analyze and perform desired operations to get 

appropriate results .This application uses Sqoop as a tool to 

transfer the data between different medium and also uses 

HQL to process the data .The final result is stored as a file in 

HDFS (Datanode) from where the data could be sent to the 

client. 
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